
The best meetings don’t waste people’s time.  They add value to businesses and team members 
by giving them the opportunity to tackle issues collaboratively, and by involving every member. 
 They are action- based, not appearance-based.  In other words, their purpose is to get something 
done which needs to be done.  It may be to create a product or form a strategy, or it may be to foster 
internal connections and an understanding of each team member’s importance in the business. 
 They value the people and the purpose of the meeting.  They have a goal, a structure and an 
outcome. Whether your meetings are regular or spontaneously as required; contribution, 
acknowledgement and action focus make the best use of the time your people have chosen (or are 
required) to invest in turning up. 

The worst meetings are frustrating and painful.  They have no clear purpose and little or no 
leadership.  The attendees range in attitude, from controlling and opinionated to disengaged and 
uninterested.  Sometimes, a self-interested group will dominate and will drown out any opposition 
by not allowing quieter people or team members with opposing ideas to contribute.  There are 
endless discussions about the details of an issue with no resolution at the end.  Members who 
bother to attend leave with actions to complete and return to the next meeting not having 
completed them, or even thought about them in the intervening time. 

Meetings involve people, and the only person whose attitude you can change about meetings, is 
your own.  There may be people in your meetings who need an attitude change, but the attitude 
which you can work on first in your own.  Using the principle of small actions persistently taken 
making a huge difference, have you considered what you can do to make the meetings you attend 
better?   www.thinkright.co.nz | 0272987523
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Preparation - Could you prepare material to take along?  Could you read the minutes, the agenda, 
and check that you have completed any actions required from the previous meeting? 

Contribution - Could you speak up and contribute to discussion?  Could you be quiet, or invite 
someone who doesn’t usually speak to give their thoughts?  Could you practicing listening to 
understand rather than listening to reply? 

Collaboration – Could you listen to different ideas from your own and allow a decision to be made 
that is different to what you would make and put your whole support behind that team decision?   
Could you speak up when you see a problem or challenge and not take personally the responses that 
may come?  Make sure you are attacking problems not people. 

Action – Could you take paper and pen, a diary or a phone and make notes?  Could you make action 
points and then commit to completing them?  Could you invite someone else to partner in keeping 
each other accountable to complete your actions? 

If there were a scale from 1-10, with 1 being the worst and 10 being the best meeting you have 
attended, where would you score the meetings you get to (or have to) attend?   

What one thing could you do to lift your team up on the scale?  A single action can have multiple 
effects – throw a stone in a pond and watch the ripples. We challenge you to lift your game and 
work towards making your team meetings an event which members look forward to and get great 
value from attending.  

The meeting survey template below may be a useful tool to share with your team, in partnership with 
this article, to see where you can each focus growing into the very best team that you can be.   
Use the survey with your team's buy-in, and voluntary commitment to completing the final 
statement with their signature, not as a requirement.   Take the time to review what differences 
your team observe after the 30 days commitment, and keep building one another up to be the very 
best that you can be.  As always, if there is any way in which we can support you in strengthening  
you, your team and your business, please do get in touch. 
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The purpose of our team meeting is... 

One thing I really enjoy about our meetings is... 

One thing I find frustrating about our meetings is... 

One things I would like us change is... 

I could contribute better to the team by taking this action... 

I will commit to taking this action consistently for the next 
30 days... 

Name                                                             Date 
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